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CHAPTER. I-;■, .■;

INTRODUCTORY UOTE

1. The object of this study is to investigate the possibility, of■: estab

lishing national, multinational (two:or three countries) and,sub-regional

plants for the production of'electrical engineering goods in East;-Africa.

The countries-covered b3r-the--study...-are.;... ;... .:.__._ .;-.."„

1. Ethiopia " 2. French Sonraliland

-'■-'.:.•■■ - : 3/ : Somali Republic , . ■ . , 4. v Kenya , , ,

■■■:■:, ■:.-■.■;• 5. Uganda, . ; ■ , , .■.£•■_ ' ^naania

'.;, ... .■;■ 7, .Burundi ■ \ ■' ■ , t : ■ :.r ^-,;,8. .E^anda,

- .. gr. . Malawi ... ... , ., ;- 10*,, Zambia^.

- L : --■ 11^ 'Rhodesia v ._ ,12. Malagasy Republic

13. ^ Mauritius H. Reunion

2. Statistical data on which the analysis is based were obtained from

the.Economic Commission for Europe, replies to questionnaires sent to

the countries, and from published statistical publications of the various

-countries of the sub-regionl' Maps, graphs, and tables, referred to in

this paper are, in Part II of the study (E/CK.14/IM/89).
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CHAPTER II

The. available data

3, This section covers all the data which it has been possible to

obtain within the limited time"available relative to demand and local

production in the countries of "the East African £u!>~region.

Data provided by the Economic Commission for Europe

The data provided by the ECE is as follows:-

(i) The f.o.b,- value of exports of electrical machinery, appara*-

tus ^and,,appliances to the various countries of the Sub-region

in the years .1957, 1958, 1959, I960 from the USA, Japan, th©

United Kingdom, Western Germany, Prance, Italy, Sweden,

.: Switzerland, Canada, and the Netherlands,, as being the major

exporting countries of the West, figures of exports from

the Eastern European countries and China not being available,

/: This data was given in detail for Ethiopia, the former

"'■} : East Africa (comprising Kenya, Uganda and...Tanganyika), the

Rhodesias arid Nyasaland^(Malawi, Zambia and Rhodesia) and.

* Madagascar' (Malagasy)V and: in totals.only for all electrical

machinery, apparatus and: appliances for Somalia, Mauritius

and Reunion. £To figures were given for French Somaliland

or for Burundi and Rwanda as the statistics of these two

countries were previously incorporated with those of Congo

(Leo.),

(ii) The ECE also gave the values of imports of electrical machinery

apparatus and appliances in each of these four years as indi

cated by the countries themselves. These values are given

c.i.f. except for the Rhodesias and Nyasaland, in which case

they are given f*o.b. Only partial detail is given in some

instances and the total value of the items not detailed is

considerable in relation to the total value of imports.
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4. : in' some instances the-total imports into a given country in a given

year as reported in the National Statistics are less than the exports

from the 10 major -"exporting countries of the West for which figures have

been given'"by" the ECE. This may "be due to-differences in the timing

of thVstatistical year, differences in statistical classification or ,-

inaccuracy. In the case of the Ehodesias and Kyasaland the imports;as

given by the Statistics of the previous Federation are very much higher

than .the: exports from the- ten major exporters-of the West, due to the ^

fact that considerable imports are obtained from South Africa,

5. Table II.1 (1) summarizes the data obtained from the ECE informa^.

tion.■■Starting with the countries for which: full details are given for-

the exports from the Ma jor: exporting countries of the West,, columns A---'.■■

give such: exports1 In value and'-as percentages. Columns B.- give the imports

as" indicated" by Vhe1 National Statistics or -the "A" value-plus 12 per

cent (to cover freight and insurance) whichever is the greater, with

the sub-divisions^^made^in^he proportions o/.^the percentages in ^.column A.

In the case of the Rhodesias and Hyasaland the value of imporTs as indi-

cated by the countries f.o,b. is also increased by 12 per cent to give*

the value c.i.f. Sub-total 1 gives 'the totals for Ethiopia, East Africa,

The Rhodesias and Nyasaland and Madagascar.

6. The totals given for Somalia, Mauritius and Reunion are sub-divided

in the proportions of the percentages of the "B" value wider subtotal 1

and a sub-total 2 is obtained'by the addition of the imports into'these

countries to sub—total 1.

7. For French Somaliland, Burundi and Rwanda,"for which no figures fc&Vfc

been given, the total value of imports is estimated at 2.4 million US

dollars. Within the-approximation adopted in the last column for the.

total imports into the Sub-region, this figure can vary from 1,9 to 2,8

million US dollars. This total (B4) is.sub-divided in the proportions

of the percentages of the "B" value under sub-total 1.

Information available on imports in recent years :

8. Qkble II.2 (l) gives the latest information available on imports

of electrical machinery, apparatus and appliances in the countries of
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the. East Africa^ Sub-region as .. obtained from the replies received from

these: countries up: to the middle, of;. August.. 1965 . to a questionnaire

circulated to them in this, respect by the EGA in. April 1?.^5",, No data . ..

were obtained:.from French Somaliland, Malawi or Reunion, but imports

into these three : ^countries have relatively little weight in the over

all, picture of the _Sub-r,egion. ... _ ..,..-..

9. THe countries of' ther Sub-region were, requested ,rta. give, data for

the last three years for which information is available, and ■£© indicate

whether the" years for which data is given represent :normal:-years. .Some,

countries hav£ given three, year averages as indicated-in the Table.

Others have given figures; for: 1 :year only, and,have not indicated any ,

abnoxmaliiiy-irj.Hliese figures. In the case of Zambia and Rhodesia the

figures are7givenfpr_:the year 1%64 only since the statistics for the

years I954 -r;19.63 were combined,,,together for the Federation of the Rhodesias

and Nyasaland. , . . ;:. r : .:;- ; ■•=■•■..

'Information available on looal production in recent years ; . :.■,- rj -,; -.,.-::

10, The questionnaire referred to above also requested the countries

to.give information on'local production of engineering products in recent

years divided into four divisions as follows:-

. (i) Electrical machinery, apparatus and appliances

(ii) Structural engineering and metal products

(iii) Machinery other than electrical

(iv) Transport equipment

Each of these main divisions was sub-divided into commodity groups for

which information was requested.

11* Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika^ Burundi, Zambia., Malagasy

and Mauritius gave production figures for: the year 1963 while Rho.desia

gave production figures for the year; 1964. No production figures were

obtained from Somalia, Rwanda and .Malawi„ ; . .......

12. Table II.3 (l) gives ,the values of .local production of electrical ,

machinery, apparatus and appliances in the countries of the East African

Sub-region as given in the replies to the questionnaire, while Tables '

11,3 (2), Table II.3 (3), and Table II.3 (4) give the production figures
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for the other three divisions. Table II.3 (5) gives the total value
t

of local production of eacii of-the main divisions referred to above in

each" of the countries of the>■ sub-region for which information, is avail

able as well as the value of the per capita local production.

Imports of electrical machinery, apparatus and,appliances into the

countries of the Sub-region for' the period 1956 - 1963

13, In order to attempt a projection of demand for electrical machinery,

apparatus and appliances in the countries of the Sub-region an effort

has been made to obtain consumption figures from the year 1950 up to

date so as to have a long enough period on which to base the projections.

However, the following factors have seriously affected the collection

of data"*' "" -■" ■■"" " "" "" :;~ " :-' "■■'■ -z

(i) Most countries of the Sub-region have recently attained their

independence. They are still building up their statistical-

administrations and organizing their statistical work.

(ii) , Little information is available prior to 1956 and the period

for which it has ..been possible to obtain a reasonable amount

of data is limited to the period 1956 - 1963.

(iii) The data available in the various countries are not put in

standardized form and are not given in sufficient detail .

to enable assessment of demand.except for major commodity

groups (radios - batteries andf accumulators""- "and "bulbs"atfit'

lamps excepted for some countries).' ■

(iv) During the period of the Federation of the Shodesias and

Hyasaland, the data for the three countries were grouped

together and information for the individual countries starts

from I964, Similarly data available for Kenya, Uganda and

• r ex.. Tanganyika,™, ere grouped together under "East Africa" up till

recently. It has, therefore, been found necessary to confine

the collection of data to major commodity groups and to radio

receivers - batteries and accumulators - and bulbs and lamps,

: and to confine the period of observation to the years

1963. ■ -r .-
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14, Referring tb Table II.3 (l!) it will "be seen that only Rhodesia .

has asisable local production of electrical machinery, apparatus and

appliances (amounting to about 18 million US dollars annually, of which :

■about 9 million are for radio receivers, 5 million for switchgear and

transformers, and 2 million for batteries and acoumulators. The only...

other countries which have any local production to speak of are Malagasy,..

(l,2 million US dollars practically all for radio receivers) and Kenya

(0.8 million US dollars mostly for repair work). Accordingly import

figures can be taken as indicative of demand, Rhodesia excepted. Tables

II.4 (l) to II.4 (1O) give the import data obtained from foreign trade

statistics for the purpose of projection of demand.

Annual consumption of engineering products in recent years in the coun

tries of the Sub-region

15. As mentioned in Chpater I (introduction) the electrical engineer

ing industries are basically mechanical, the production of an electrical

commodity being in essence a mechanical operation. Accordingly no study

of electrical engineering industries can be complete without an over

all picture of the various engineering products in the oountry. With

this in mind the average annual consumptions of the various engineering

products in the countries of the Sub-region for the period I96I to 1963

have been obtained and are given in Table II (5)»

Information obtained from visits to some countries of the Sub—region

16» In addition to the data given in the previous sections of this

chapter, the author has been able to obtain some information from visits

paid to five countries of the Sub—region, namely, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania,

Zambia and Rhodesia. These five countries between them cover 53 per

cent of the area of the Sub-region and account for 45 per cent of its

population and about 57 per cent of its total Gross Domestic Product.

They are also the countries which are likely to take a leading role in

the industrialization of the Sub-region in the next decade.

Kenya

17. As mentioned above Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika formed, until recent

ly, what was termed East Africa and treated as one area, having a Common
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Market and common service facilities run by a Common Services Organiza

tion. Kenya is more industrially developed than the other two countries.

" The three countries still keep the Common Market'and the Common Services

Organization,'but each country is working out its industrial development

on a national'"basis, keeping:"in mind the necessity of an area approach.

18. In. spite.of the relatively advanced industrial development of Kenya,

the country has no electrotechnical engineering industries, the figure

of. . US$7.80 ,QOp, given in Table .11.3 (l) as.the turnover for these industries

in 1963 being mostly for repair work, and a few minor industries. How

ever, an electric bulb factory and a plant for electric wire drawing

and insulating to produce domestic' wiring and underground armoured cables

are in the process of being implemented, '■

19.. As .mentioned in. Table I.I, the installed power station capacity

■,in.Kenya, was about 90 MW in .19.63, and the country takes some electric

energy from Uganda. However, the projected Seven Forks Hydro-Electric

Scheme will give Kenya, in its final stage, 250 MW of hydro-electric

'energy'and make the country independent of electricity- from outside

sources.

Uganda "' ""

20'. Although'Uganda produces about 20,000 tons per -annum of Copper,

this is blister copper and it is not economically justifiable to

establish a refinery to produce electrolytic copper.

The country has no electrotechnicaj engineering industries, and

the, only,projected industry in this field that has come to the author's

knowledge is the manufacture of dry cells to cover the requirements of

Kenya, Uganda and" Tanzania.

Tanzania

. 21* Tanzania has no.^ocal electrotechnical engineering industries.

According to, the Kampala Agreement, it is proposed to establish a radio

assembly plant in the country to cover the requirements of

Market of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. .
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Zambia. , . _ ,

22. Zambia's economy is .-dependent on copper mining and refining opera

tions, its present production being about 650,000 tons per annum ,(the

third in the world), and yet Zambia has no.electrotechnical engineering

industries in the general sensed/ The copper industry is run by two

major concerns, the Rhodesian Anglo-American Ltd. and Rhodesian' Selec

tion Trust Ltd. The first company is much the larger of the iw<3 and

has diversified.activities, "but it finds the Zambian market too small

for most industrial projects.

The copper mining industry, consumes large,-quantities of electric

energy and these are mostly obtained from Rhodesia and the Congo (Leo.).

It is, however, proposed to construct a second stage of the Kariba Dam

Hydra-Electric Scheme on the Zambia side of the dam to reduce the country's

dependence .on outside sources of electric energy. The Zambia Government

also has plans for rural electrification.

It is proposed to construct a radio assembly plant in Zambia, which

is now past the drawing board stage. The cost is estimated at US$1,000,000.

23. Rhodesia

(i) Rhodesia has the .highest industrial production in the Sub-

region, (more . than 50 per cent of the tetal), and its local

production of electrical commodities in 19-64 amounted to

about US$18,000,000.. And yet the country depends mainly

on agriculture, whose products constituted about 45 Per cent

of export in 1964, tobacco being the main export product,

(ii) The main electrotechnical engineering industries in the

country are:

. (a) Domestic radio receivers, for which the country has

three plants. One of these plants produces transistor

radios, radiograms and pickups. The products of the

l/ In the course of preparing this study the General Electric Workshop
Ltd. in Lusaka, manufacturing lead acid accumulators was visited,
the output of this plant is only 600 batteries per month. The country
probably has other minor electrotechnical engineering industries.
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plant are of a high staja^r&^cbm^axabie to European

standards-; Its investment is about US$3jQOO,GOQ and

it makes its own electrical and mechanical designs as

well as its industrial designs. Production of televi

sion sets has been discontinued on account of market

.limitations. Rhodesia's production of radios is mostly

for^export, mainly to South Africa, but also to European

markets* :..■■■■ :■■■!:■ '.■•-

Manufacture'of transformers and assembly of switchgear

(except/for small switch and .fuse units which are

manufactured, the fuses being imported). The value

of -(production in I964 was over US$5,000,000.

(c) Electric batteries and accumulators, for which the

country has five plants. The value of production in

1964 was over US$2,000,000. Dry cells are not pro*

duced, as market requirements are too small,

(d) Domestic refrigerators, the cooling units being importedt

The value of production in 1964 was about US$800,000,

(e) Electric bulbs and lamps (assembly), the value of pro

duction in I964 being about US$400,000,

(f) Insulated wires and cables, for which the country has

one factory which was put into operation in 1954.

Electrolytic copper is obtained from Zambia at pro

ducer's price. The company makes plastic insulated

cables up to 3.3 k.V,, but the voltage can be increa

sed to 6.6 k.V. The factory has been established to

cover the requirements of the Rhodesias and Nyasaland

as well as Angola and Mozambique, and now has consi

derable spare capacity,

(iii) A study was made of possible industrial opportunities in

the Rhodesias and Nyasaland in 1962 and published in 1963,

the last year of Federation. The following industries

were put forward as having reasonable possibilities:
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Electric lamp and torch bulbs, .

Welding machines -■ -;...-.-

Telephone hand^sets ;-,+ ;

Electric motors , ■■

Electronic resistors, .capacitors, filters, etc.

Electric warehousejtrolleys, fork trucks

Electric small guage shunt.ing units

Electronic equipment, including computers

(b) Expansion of existing industries

Domestic refrigerators ,-■ ■

Other-domestic electrical appliances

Switchgear

Electric wires and cables

Radio (and television) sets
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.:■■;-. . .. .- . /CHEATER III- . .:: . ■ . ..

FOR "ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES

IN THE EAST AFRICAN SUB-REGION

Estimation and projection of demand

24, As mentioned in Chpater II imports of electrical.machinery, apparatus

an| appliances into ,the ■ countries of the Sub-region can be taken as,, indi

cative ,of .demand for all countries except Rhodesia which has a sizable

local.production, - . .

25; The'insufficiency of data available and the discrepancies apparent

in :t:his"data affect'1 the accuracy of assessment of demand and of projec

tion, and consequently only an order of magnitude is likely to be obtained,

26, In the-case of Malawij Zambia and Rhodesia for which data had been

grouped together under the Federation of the Rhodesias and Kyasaland,

t^he years 1956tol960 witnessed the execution of the Kariba Hydro-

Electric'Project, which cost about US$200 million. It has not been

possible to separate the effect of the implementation of this project

.i"rom -demand figures for electrical-commoditiesy which were seriously.,

swollen by its execution. , This did not only affect the items directly

connected witii the project such,as generators, electric motors, switch-

geax and transformers but also commodities indirectly affected such as

refrigerators, air-conditioners and other domestic appliances imported*

27, No information has been obtained regarding other non-recurrent

projects such as power stations or sizable; extensions of distribution

network that may have been executed.in the Sub-region within the period

1956-1963. -

28, The changing pattern of the economy after independence referred

to previously will considerably affect future demand for eleotrical

machinery, apparatus and appliances. However, the quantitative effect

is difficult to assessj for it is dependent on the development plans

of the various countries,'and these in many cases, have not been worked

out, „.■:■- ...
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29. In view of the foregoing considerations any assessment of the value

of the available data and of projections "based on such data is exceeding

ly problematic. However, with these limitations and reservations in

mind, an attempt is made to use the available information for estimat

ing the order of magnitude of deman^.in the years. 1?79, and 1975* ;>r +

'Trend Projections r ■ .,_> -._...- , ; . i. _

3'd. Tables lf.# "(l) "to IT, 4 (7) give the available data-son imports of

electrical machinery, apparatus and appliances into the countries of

the East African Sub-region by major groups of commodities for the years

1956*0 1963,. Tables II.4.■(8).,t9 II.4 (10) give the available data on

.imports :in these 8 years of -Raciio Receivers.- Batteries and Accumulators -

and-Electric Bulbs and Lamps. ....

31. Referring to Table II.4 (l)? the effectrof the execution of the ,

Kariba Hydro-Electric Project over imports into Malawi, Zambia and

Rhodesia during, the; years 1957 to I96I can befclearly seen. These three

countries have, therefore,; been separated from the .other countries of

the Sub-region for the*purpose; of projection of demand.

32; For the assessment ofrdemand it is necessary to add local produc

tion to imports and to subtract' exports. Howeveiry since Rhodesia is

the" only Country that; has a relatively large local, production, imports

for internal use have been taken as representing demand1 for the other

' countries' of tire Sub-region. - :: 1 j ■■ .: ■■■.:. j

33.'" liie use" of a curve for projection of demand, logarithmic or otiier-

wTsW/-' requires definite indicktfbus to this effect' from the. available

data, and this does not'snow itself from 'the plotting of donsumptitta

shown in Tables II.4 U) to II.4 (lO) in the Graphs given in Figure 1 and

Pi'gure 1 (l) (pages 2 and .3 of BAHT II). Moreover, even where long range

projection is best met by -a^.curve the first jgapct of such a curve can;.:

be/approximated..Aq, by a straight line, ,and it is likely to be the, £.ir#t

part-'Of any such jsurve that.would be applicable to. countries on tjie

threshold of. industrial, development,- other considerations apart.. .Accord

ingly a linear trend projection has been adopted.
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Linear Trend Projection '6f Demand ■ ' ■

34» The least square method has been adopted in making the linear trend

calculations of future demand as can be seen from the following example:—

35. From Table II.4 (l) giving imports of electrical machinery, apparatus

and appliances into the various countries of the Sub-region imports for

the countries other than Malawi, Zambia and Rhodesia -over the. years 1956

to I963 are as shown in the following table:- :

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

■ 8; -

TOTAL

Year

1956

1957

1958

1959

I960

1961

196fe

1963- ■■"

-

Relative

Year

X

:. '■..-4.-:

—3

-2

—1

0

1

:■ :■■: y ■

-4

Imports

Value

000 $

25,250

2.7,533 .

. 23,502 .

25,353

29.?-284

30,338

34,362

40,326

-

Per cent

y

zoo

109

93 ,

100

116

120

136

160

934

xy

-400

-327

-186

-100

0

120

272

480

-141

2
X

16

. 9

4

1

0

1

A'

9

44

36. To"facilitate calculations the year i960 has in all cases been

taken as datum year, to which other yoars are related, and the import

values are given as percentages of the value in the first year for which

data are available.

The formula adopted is as follows:—

y ■ a + bx

Where:

x is the year in question

;r ' y is1! the value of imports; expressed as a percentage of imports

■ ,-in the first year for rhich data are available,

a and b are the factors :o be calculated - ■,-.
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37. Based on the previous formula, a and b can.be obtained from the

following two formulae:- , ' ~

"~£ ~ _ ■■-■■'■'■"■ £-'---' " ■■■■■ ' "■' "" ■■■■' ' ' • -

Where n is the number of years for which data are available.

Solving the previous formulae we-obtain: ■"

-4 „ =

Prom this we . ofetaln the., formula:-

From TThich we derive the following projection formula:

Imports in 000 $ "=: 30,600 + 2,020 x. - . . ;:

38. Projec Ions for the major commodity groups and the commodities

covered in Table II.4 (2) to II.4 (10) have been worked out in a similar

manner and the results drawn in Figures 1 and 1 (l).

39* It will be noted that for.the two major groups "electric power

machinery - (SITC 722j" and "equipment for distributing electricity -

<SITe-723-)"7thBT-ejections sho^-a downward trend.- This indicates that
the earlier years of the observation period witnessed the execution of

projects which nood3d imports of these two major groups which were not

repeated during later years. Future demand will naturally depend on

similar projects which may be implemented. With the industrial develop

ment drive taking plaoe in the recently independent countries, consump

tion of these two groups is bound to take an upward trend.

40. A downward trend is also seen in the case of imports of apparatus

for medical purposes. These depend on social development plans, which

were evidently slowed down during the transition period to independence

and have not picked up sufficiently yet.

41.: , For the other four major groups, the following-projection formula©

are obtained for the -imports into the countries of the East African Sub-

region except Malawi, Zambia arid Rhodes; a:
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72 - Electrical Machinery,-. Apparatus, and Appliances

, .... : ,.. - . Imports in 000 US$ = 3.0,600 +. 2,020x .

SITC 724 - Telecommunication Apparatus

Imports in 000 US$ = 8,430 + 1,025 x

SITC 725 - Domestic Electrical Equipment

Imports in.000 ,0S$ = 2,055 ■+

SITC 729 - Other Electrical Machinery . . .

Imports in 000 US& -10,550 + 1,078 x

42. For the commodities coverect by Tables II.4 (8) "to II.4 (10) and

figure 1 (l) the'following projection formulae are obtained for the

imports into Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Malagasy ^:and Mauritius*

SITC 724.2 Radio Receivers '-•-''■- ■ ■ -.-:..'

■ - _ ■■ Imports in 000 US$ =3,680 + 513x . .

SITC 729..I Batteries and Accumulators .

Imports in 000 US^ ="3,000 + 344*

SITC 729.2 Electric bulbs and lamps "' '
Imports in 000 USti = 5^3 + 22x .. .

43;: Assuming that the growth'rates represented by .the above formulae

can be applied to the individual countries of the Sub-region and apply?*.

ing these growth rates - to the demand-indicated by-the countries in their ;

replies to the:questionnaire we obtain the projections of demand in 1970

and,1975 given in Table .111.1. ffo projections have been made for SITC 729

(other electrical machinery) as it will not serve a useful purpose.

Projections based on the relationship between per capita GDP and

per, capita Consumption

44. Another, approach to projection of Remand has been made, based on

possible correlation between per; capita GDP and per capita consumption*

45. Table III..2 gives the ...Per Capita GDP and per capita consumption

in the countries of the East African Sub-region of some electrical

commodities which have shown reasonable correlation. Consumptions of

switchgear and transformers and of rotating machinery have not shown

any correlation, and this is understandable.
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46- The data given in Table III.2 has been plotted in graphs in figures

2 to 7. The following remarks are "to be taken in consideration in using

these graphs:

Figure 2 - Insulated Cables: " .. . .

Figure 6 - Electric Batteries and Accumulators:

Figure 7 - Electric luilbs and Lamps:

In all .these,, cases Rhodesia shows a much higher consumption .than indicated

by the graphs-, due to its advanced industrial development.

Figure 3 - Domestic Radio Receivers: - ....... .

47. Mauritius shows a much higher consumption than indicated by the

graph. It is a small island with a relatively small population, whose

wealth (from sugar) probably gives many of its inhabitants the means

to procure radio receivers. Zambia and Rhodesia show signs of earlier

fulfilment of much of the demafcitf. ■ .

48. Table II.3 gives the projections of-population and of Gross Domestic

Product for the countries''of the East -African Sub-region for the years

1970, 1975 and I98O. These are plotted in graphs in Figure 8.

49- From these data projections of demand based on Per Capita GDP-and

Per Capita Consumption have been worked out arid are given in Table!"lII.4.

Estimation of demand

50. Estimates of demand calculated for the years I97O and 1975 based™"

on linear trend projections (Table III.l) and those based on per capita' :

GDP and per capita consumption (Table 111,4) Have been entered in Tables

III.5 and III.6 for I97O and 1975 respectively.

51. In comparing the projected figures of demand for the commodities

for which projections have been made on both bases the following should

be noted:—

(i) That in the case of linear trend projections for radio

receivers - batteries and accumulators - and bulbs and

lamps the consumption in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Malagasy

and Mauritius in 1956 to 1963 was taken as basis. Applica

tion of the growth rates so obtained to other countries of

the Sub-region is a rough approximation.
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(ii) For telecommunication apparatus other than radio receivers,

linear trend projections have been made on the basis of con^

sumption of the five'countries mentioned in 1 above plus

Ethiopia, Somalia, Burundi and Rwanda. The application of-

the growth rate so obtained to Zambia and Rhodesia is again-,

a rough approximation.'"(This also applies to linear trend :-

projections for Electrical Machinery apparatus and appliances

as well as those for Domestic Electric Equipment).

(iii) From Figures 2, 3, 6 and 7» utilized for projections based

on per capita GDP and per capita consumption, it can be

seen that the points representing consumption in a number

of countries of the Sub-region fall far from the curve

utilized for projections. It will also be noted that the

upper part of each curve, shown dotted, can only be a very

rough guide of a possible per capita GDP and per capita

consumption relationship. Further the data utilized for draw

ing these curves relate to the years 1961 - I964 and these

years, as mentioned earlier in the paper, are not likely to

be truly representative of annual consumption in the various

countries of the Sub-region.

52. These observations explain in part the differences between projec

tions based on linear trend and those based on per capita GDP and per

capita consumption. The estimated figures in tables III.5 and 111,6

based on the two projections can only be intelligent guesses giving

a very rough order of magnitude of consumption. Equally acceptable

'Guessestimates1 can probably be obtained by multiplying the average

annual consumption over the period 1957 to I960 shown in Table 11,1 (l)

(The Rhodesias and Nyasaland excepted) by say 1.5 for the items for which

the demand is not likely to increase steeply and 2,2 for the remaining

items in order to obtain orders of magnitudes of demand in 1970, and

by 2.0 and 3 to get orders of magnitude of demand in 1975«
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53. In the questionnaire circulated to the.various countries of the

Su"b-region, they were requested to give estimates of consumption in

1970 and 1975. Only Rhodesia and Mauritius gave such estimates. Rhodesia

also gave the basis of projection as a growth rate of 5 per cent per

annum, which appears quite feasible, Mauritius gave estimates of consump

tion generally showing a much lower growth rate. ...
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CHAPTER IV

■ DATA RELATIVE TO ELECTROTECHNICAL EHGIBEERING INDUSTRIES

Data relative to production of electrical machinery in the United

Kingdom

54* Table IV.l gives an analysis by size of enterprise of the produc

tion of electrical machinery in the United Kingdom in 195& f°r firms

employing 25 or more persons as obtained from the U.K. Board of Trade

Report on the. Census of Production for 1958, part ^6, The table shows

that the net output per person employed varies with the size of enter

prise, showing three peak values for three sizes of Enterprises—

(i) Employing 100 - . 199 persons

(ii) Employing 1,000 - 1,499 persons

(iii) Employing 7?5OO persons and over

This is indicative of the fact that there is more than one economic

size of plant for an industrial enterprise.

Table IV,2 gives similar information for the ease of insulated wires

and cables (obtained from part 57 of the report referred to above) and

shows even more pronounced optimum sizes of enterprise for the two

cases:—

(i) Employing 50 - 99 persons

(ii) Employing 500 - 749 persons

In all the cases of optimum .sizes of plants, the output per person

employed increases with the increase of the size of enterprise.

Data relative to manufacturing operations in Europe

55« Table IV,3 (l) gives basic information regarding minimum economic

size of plants for various branches of electrotechnieal engineering

industries, fixed capital requirements, labour force, floor area and

electric energy consumption based on ^European conditions in 1965t

56. Column 3 of the.table gives the minimum economic size of plant

based on modern engineering practice in industrialized countries. For
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the countries of Africa, plants of lower capacities are likely to be

viable, depending on the particular branch of industry, transport condi

tions and' the nature of the market/ Inthe case of domestic refrigera

tors and domestic washing machines (serial numbers 7 and 8 in the table)

thH--^^imuTii:-ex3OTi.OTiiicsi2e--b:f; 26,000 to 257600 pieces p-er annum fsT intended

to meet the severe competition within the European market. -" ~~-:"~

57» Column 4' gives" the maximum "weight of piece to be' lifted and'helps

wiih the design of buildings and lifting gear. Columns 5 and 6 give

the fixed capital investment needed per unit of production per annum

and the percentage of this investment which goes into buildings.

58.^ Columns. 7 and 8 give, .tdae total,,work_ing hours.per ton .of production

and the percentage of this total which goes into machinery hours. Columns

9 and 10 give the output in tons per annum per production workman and

the output per annum in tons- .per square metre of production area on the

basis of 2 shift operation... Column 11 gives the total floor area needed

?©r:- •the:'sh6pa:;;and shop offices-' (apart from other ■fcM-itHhgs'for offices,

stores, etc.) related to*the'total-labour force: Column12 gives the

production-, workmen, as .a -percentage of .total; labour., force while column 13

.gives-;ihe. production,,workmen as a percentage-.of the, tp/talinumber|,.of;

employees •■■ The.J-^-st. column,.. 14, gives the electrical, energy.. consump

tion per ton of production. .... ,,

59- ^he fixed capital investment_is. given for -European conditions

in I965. For African conditions.addition of transport.costs; and custom

duties and increased erection costs result in capital requirements being

about 50 per cent higher than for European conditions.

Data relative to oloctrotechnical engineering, industries, with pos~--

sibilities for developfHg^countr'ies "" " ~

USA Conditions, .19-59/1960

_,60. ,.:^ble,...rVY4 (l) gives, cLa>a;-relative,;.to; Bpr&e..- elecfcfotechnical eagineer-

in?.4^u.^1;ries with, possibilities for developing.,countries.- The data

are^based on USA small industry situation in I959/196O (as given in the

Industry Pact Sheets published by.the Department of State, Agency for
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International Development, Washington) and should "be. adapted,realistical

ly, to suit individual countries particularly as regards labour require

ments, costs and irnven.tpr.i§s. of raw .materials and spares to be carried.

They are relatively small in their size; by USA. .standards, but may be

considered medium scale in some developing countries. The plants offer

possibilities for local investment even where .the capital market is still

in the early stages of devolcpramt, for building up needed technical

skills, creation of channels of distribution, saving of foreign exchange

and gaining experience in sanMgemen-tT essential to broad-based economic

growth.

61. Referring, to. the table, c.oj.uiiii.1 gives the SIC number of-the Branch

.Industry given, ur4er colui-m 2, for .reference purposes. Column 3 gives

the annual production capacity of the plant relative to which,, the data

is given, on a one shift basic After a period of operation on. such

a basis it may be found advisable to run two shifto per day ;if the market

can absorb the increased output, in order to reduce costs.

62. Columns 4 to 8 give the- capital requirements. Column 4, fixed

capital, covers the cost cf land, buildings and equipment, furniture

and fixtures., Column 5 given the working capital, which represents the

in:.-';ial payment tbat must bo nnde before receipts from sales start to

come in, for direct materials, diroct labour, manufacturing overheads

(supplies, fuel, ^ater, truck operating costs if any, and indirect labour),

administrative costs (r^torest, insurance, legal chargen and audit charges),

contingencies, sales coots (Kales commissions, freight out, travel and

advertisement) and labour training.

63. In most cases the. allowance for direct materials, direct labour

and manufacturing overhead is f ixod at 60 days on the assumption that

30 days will be needed to build up an inventory of finished products

and another 30 days vill be allowed for collection of accounts. : Devia

tions occur, depending on the time required to get delivery of materials

and other factors. The allowance for administrative costs, contingencies

and sales- costs is based on 30 days In general, since most of these will

not begin until sales Lave started; and time is usually allowed before
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payment becomes due*- For training costs an estimate is made of the

amount of labour time that will be nonproductive or only partially pro

ductive, wastage of materials and non-productive use of items coming

under manufacturing overhead. Variations in the allowances under this

heading arise from Variations in the training time needed. In some cases

the work is of such a character that no allowance for training costs

is needed (USA conditions).

64. Direct materials are the materials that go directly into the finished

products and either constitute a part of such products, or are necessary

for combining or containing the constituent parts. Supplies are the

materials necessary for the maintenance and running of the'machinery

and equipment and for the performance of administrative and clerical

operations. . '■ ' ■

65, As far as electric power is concerned, a few industries must have

their own generating facilities as a stand-by in case of power failure,

e.g. where continuous furnace operations are called for and where serious

loss of materials or damage to equipment would result from a failure

to.-.maintain heating operations. In such cases the cost of the generat-

ing.-plant is. included under equipment in the fixed capital requirements

(Col. 4).

66, Where an industry needs transport facilities of its own, the capital

cost is included in the fixed capital and the annual running cost is

included under manufacturing overheads. As regards manpower, this is

calculated on the basis of one shift operation. Where it is desirable

to work more than one shift in order to make better use of the scarce

investment funds> it will be necessary to increase the number of

employees accordingly.

67. Depreciation has been calculated on the basis of the following

life periods:

Buildings . 20 years .,.

Equipment, furniture and fixtures 10 years

Dies 5 years

Tools 3 years

Trucks 4 years
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68. Column 6, total capital, is the1 sum of the" fixed capital'and the

working capital. It is to' be noted that financing of the two components

of the capital will "be on different bases. .. : ■ . ; .. ■

69. Column 7, 'foreign currency,'component ;.of total capital9 is taken

as the'cost of equipment, furniture and fixtures plus the component of^

working capital -covering direct materials and supplies not locally avail

able. Column 8 gives the remainder of . the total ..capital.

70.. Column 9, direct labour, covers the labour used directly in the

manufacturing process itself. Column 10, .the indirect labour, covers

managerial, clerical and other labour not directly attributable to the

manufacturing process, such as .janitorial, maintenance and book-keeping

personnel... . Column 11 gives .-the. .total number of employees needed.

71. Column 12 gives the fixed capital investment per employee (Column 4

divided by Column 11) and column 13 gives the annual gross sales -evenue.

Column_14 gives the total annual costs, including depreciation. '—■+.-.• i'^L.

72. The gross annual profit is given in column 15j and as percentages '

of total capital and of gross sales in columns 16 and 17 respectively,

73. -Column 18 gives the annual foreign"curxenoy"rT^u^emeiiVy.'•■ •J$ti&t& •' •

are taken as the cost of direct1materials and supplies hot locally.avail

able, plus an instalment to cover the foreign'currericy component of

capital cost,, assumed equal to 10 per cent of-'-fchis cost dn the. average.

In the first years of operation additional foreign'currency will be .'

needed for" Expatriate management and other,;super.visGry and technical

staff. Column 19 gives the annual foreign currency saving,- which is

taken as the annual gross sales revenue assumed to "be equal to the

ci.f. cost of the product minus the annual foreign currency require- '

ments,

74. Cqlumn 20 gives the value added per annum. It is taken as the value

of production or the gross sales revenue minus the value of material

inputs.. It includes the depreciation allowances. The- value added is

given as a percentage of gross sales revenue' in Column 21."
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75. THe last column, 22 j gives the capital output ratio, orthe ratio -

of total capital (Col. 6)-to the value added (Goli 20). ■■ ■ - ■ ' ■■■;-'';

Change to.conditions in Africa^ 1965

76. To change from American conditions in 1959/1960 to conditions in

Africa in I965 a number of factors must be taken into account, and these

vary from one African country to another. However, an average case is

taken to produce Table IV.4 (2), along the following liness

Land

77. Considering that the cost;of. land is only a small percentage of

total --ejg^nciiture, and in. view of the fact that land for, industrial

purposes is scarce in- Africa and therefore more expensive ..than ordinary .

land, the figures given for American conditions are used for African

conditions.

Buildings . . , ,: . : ,

78. .The average costs used.forUSA conditions are. US$3.5. to 4-per.sauare

foot_, -and -these can be adopted..for,, the Sub—region.

79• Equipment, furniture and fixtures . . ,, .. ■

1; —"Taking into account the increase in prices^ from I959/196O to 1965

and the difference in-prices "between Europe and the USA, the I965

f.o.b. prices for'Africa may be taken as the USA figures-for

1959/l96O increased by 5 per cent.

2. Add 12 per cent to the f.o.b. prices to obtain average ci.f. prices

for the Sub-region.

3. Inland transport ■ . .. _ -7 ,

(i) The weight of machinery and equipment may roughly "be esti

mated .on the basis of a price of US.S 1,0 per kilogramme.

(ii) Inland transport costs vary from about US$20 per to'n' for

Uganda, Rhodesia and Malawi to about US$ 32 for Zanlbia,. "-: = . :

US$36 for Burundi and US$64 for Rwanda, An .approximate

weighted average of say US$22 per ton may be adopted.
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(iii) An addition of 1 per cent ad valorem should "be made for -■:

.; . .. inland insurance.

"Taking these factors in consideration, an addition of 3 per cent

can be made to■the■c.i.f. value for inland transport.

4* Add 10 per cent to mee.t increased erection costs in the Sub-region.

The cost of machinery and equipment should therefore be increased by

30 per cent over the USA figures,

80, Manpower

Indirect labour

(i) -Manager will be an expatriate for the first few years in

most instances, costing about 30 to 40 per cent more than

the USA figure. He will "have an "understudy wEcTwill take

over from him within a few years, but in the meantime this

will increase management costs. When the expatriate is no

longer needed, costs will be nearly half the USA figure as

long as there is scarcity of the higher level manpower in

the developing country. For simplicity of calculation, the

USA figures may be used as an average over- the ..next .decade

■:- ■" * in the case of an average African country.

(ii) Office staff ■:: : •-

Mumbers to be doubled for lack of mechanization etc.,

but pay per man would be, about 30 per cent: :bi* the...c.orrespond~

■ .--.ring USA figure until education is more general in Africa,

- ■"" so costs :woul.d be- abput..6O per cent the USA costs. _.._,.

(ill) Maintenance staff ■■■:'- . ■ .: : ■ ■ .:

Expatriates will be needed for some time in most African

countries, but local staff can take over in a shorter period

than in the case of the manager. Pay of .the loc_a.ls:;would

be about .30 fper cent of the corresponding USA figure until

the available local personnel are in much greater numbers.

With the number of African maintenance staff about "double

the USA figures, the costs would be about 60 per cent the

'" ' ■ "USA costs, ■ ■ "" '"■■ ■" ;"
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81. Direct Labour ... ; .,. . . .

(i) For skilled workers the same number-^of operators would

: be needed, but costs would be half the USA costs. Pro

duction would be lower on non-repetitive work.

,'.; (ii) For semi—skilled workers, the number of operators would

be increased 50 to 60 per cent, each getting about 25 per

cent to 30 per cent of the USA pay for his opposite number.

Thus the cost would be about 40 per cent the USA cost.

(iii) For unskilled workers, the numbers should be trebled,

each getting one—tenth the pay of the USA.unskilledworker,

and so cos.ts would-be three-tenths of the, USA costs.

82.- Direct Materials'and Supplies ■ : '- -

Add about 15 per oent to cover the freight and insurance costs

of materials not locally available.

83. goweryFuel and Mater- -,; ■ ■.

: For '-simplicity, double the USAr costs. - "^ '-

84. Own Transport

Capital cost is included in the cost of equipment and dealt with

accordingly. Annual operating and maintenance costs would be double

the USA figures. - "

85. Depreciation

Although the life years taken ,as basis for the USA figures of

cost are low -by non-American standards, yet in view of the less capable

handling and maintenance, and considering that the depreciation is

not too large an item of costs relatively in "most"c'a^e's,"the USA figures

may be taken for simplicity, ■

.86. Administrative Costs

The USA figures may be taken for simplicity.

•87." Sales Expenses ' i

Considering the large amount of advertisement normal in USA prac

tice on the one hand and in view of the lack of sales facilities in
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most African countries on the other hand, the costs in Africa may be

taken as 50 per cent the USA costs,

88. Working capital

In the USA figures allowance for direct material "is"fixed at

30 or 60 days. In African conditions, materials not locally available

take considerable time for delivery, and allowance should be on the

basis of 3. to 4 months.. Direct labour, manufacturing overheads and

other components of working capital may be,taken on the basis of 2

months except for training costs where 3 months may be taken as basis

in the average case,

89. Annual Sales Revenue

Landed costs in the Sub-region in I965 would be about 15 per

cent higher than the USA figures for I959/196G, but this may be bal

anced by lower output. However, sales revenues depend on the policies

of the governments as regards industrialization^ pricing and-the assist

ance or protection given to industry. It would be safe to-assume

that an industry would be started if it,pan meet landed costsf and

the USA figures may be taken for,the annual sales revenue. ■

9°» Materials, Supplies, Eledtricity, Fuel and Water needed for "the

Electrotechnical Engineering Industries covered in Tables IV.4 (l)

and IV..4,(2,): . ■. .. .. ..,.:■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . ■ .. •. i

The annual requirements of materials, supp-lies^:--elec'itri<ri-6y-,:: -

fuel. and. water needed by ,the indus-trial plants with possibilities1

for developing countries covered in Tables IV.4 (l) and IV.4 (2) in

order to meet the production figures, given in, these tables are given

in detail in Annex. I. . . .■.■■; ■■ -.-
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V

CONCLUSIONS AMD RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

Foreword

91, The conclusions and recommendations made in this Chapter are based

on the foregoing-'analysis and discussion. However, it is necessary to

make some remarks and comments which will heip in arriving at the conclu

sions and in making the recommendations.

The Development Plans

92, Ethiopia, Somalia, Kenya, Tanzania, Malawi and"Zambia'have prepared

development plans, covering periods ranging up to I967, 1969 and 1970.

Malagasy and Uganda are in the course of perparing their development

plans. Rhodesia, Burundi and Rwanda have not prepared any development

plans. No information is ^available on French Somaliland, Mauritius or

Reunion- All the development plans prepared by the countries of the

Sub-region depend to a considerable extent on foreign financing, except

ing Zambia, -whose plan is based mostly on local finance* These plans

do not give electrotechnieal engineering, industries any. importance in

the. development programmes^.

Place of Electrotechnical Engineering Industries in Econfrmie and

Industrial Development

93. A country on the threshold;of industrial development usually starts

with industries for processing-agricultural products and such industries

as textiles and sugar, the products of which are needed by all the

population including low-income groups. Engineering industries other

than electrotechnical usually come at a later stage and electrotechnical

industries often come last, with few exceptions of some branch industries,

since electrical commodities are, in general, either luxury items used

by the higher income groups or products required for advanced needs.
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94. Factors to be.taken in account;in considering the establishment

of electrotechnical engineering industries in the Sub-region

I. Manpower

The main problem in industrialization in developing countrie-s is

manpower. With the shortage of qualified persons and skilled labour,

those available have to be used to the best advantage to give highest

return and to cover the most urgent needs. _ ;.■/._ :.-•..

Like most African countries, the countries of the Sub-region are

very short of Qualified per#Gnne-l:^ and skills in industry are. mostly -

non-AfricanV Training schemes are in general insufficient for the needs

of acoelerated industrial development, although a few industrial concerns

have good training facilities-and have gone a long way towards training

their African employees.- Engineering industries do not employ large

numbers of workmen, but they generally- ne;ed highly skilled operators,

Electroteohnical engineering industries involve a considerable amount .

of repetitive work, which African workers are capable of doing. .,. ,;

II. Raw Materials and other Inputs ■ . .. -,...^

The development of the mineral wealth of the countries of $he'

Sub—region, having been export oriented, does not provide materials in

the form needed by engineering industries in general and electrotechnioal

engineering industries in particular. 3e-sides.r..since the oountries of

the SuT>--region have no:t gone far in the -process of industrial develop

ment (Rhodesia excep'te'd), semi—manufactures needed for engineering pro

ducts are lacking. As a1 result, electrotechnioal engineering industries

established in the Sub—region:itt the next decade would be dependent on

imported materials and semi—manufaetures.

III. Size of Market and Economy of Scale

All the countries of the Sub-region have very limited markets, which

cannot support the majority of electrotechnical engineering industries.

Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, fully realizing this fact, have agreed to

maintain the common market approach to industrial development. The

Kampala Agreement, by virtue of which the three countries have each
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been allotte&-diiid"i£&trie^S;.to be established :on the .basics of _ the whole

of the Common Market, is worth the time and effort spent in making it

and offers an example to be followed by other countries of -t-ke-^Su-b—

region. Even tU^ii, itvis only about-'4 million inhabitants/:out of ;the

27 million persons in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania that: have purchasing ::

power for consumer good's',1' * ■ :::- ■'■ ■ ■ "I:-^v - ;.

IV* Import Substitution

..; A common approach to industrial development is import substitution,

Tlxe^ fac/fc that Kenya.,has in the past manufactured many products for export

.to JJganda and_ Tanzania and that Rhodesia has similarly manufactured

products for Malawi and Zambia are definite indications that the recipient

countries have opportunities for import substitution. However, it shbuld

be njctteqL that in /the case of consumption goods, only about 80 per cent

of imports can be replaced by local production if the raw material base

is available, and 1fhe remaining 20 per cent are unlikely to be replaced

by the year 1975, due to lack of technical knowledge and labour and

management skills and on account of market. Ilimitati.,ga.__:._:-As^jfar as capital

goods are concerned', a very much smaller percentage, of imports is likely

to be-replaced, by local production(by the year 1975 (only about 20 per

cent)'Tfof"the same'reasons,.; ; ■■.-,._( . .

V. international 'Competition ''-''■ ' ,■■.-■-■■■ ■. ■ .■.,..

Electrical.commodities are produced on massive scales by interna

tional enterprises that have long held the market in developing countries*

These commodities are generally high value articles which can bear High

transport costs, and foreign products can therefore compete with local

production. Another factor to be taken into consideration is safety

requirements, which need a high s^tandaxd:-..6f. manufac;ture_for anelectrical

commodity to be acceptable to the consumer. Consequently, electrical

commodities manufactured in developing countries arer unlikely^ to be able

to compete, in world markets. ■ ...
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Recommendations ... . -.;.'.

95. The following recommendations are put""forward for consideration,

not as suggestions capable of "being translated into investment deci

sions, "but as indications of-industrial possibilities in,the;electro- ,

technical engineering field, needing comprehensive feasibility studies

before any final decision can be taken on them. They are not meant-for

countries that have made industrial progress like Rhodesia, but are

intended to help the countries on the threshold of industrial develop

ment. Moreover, the present study is to be ..considered a first step,

to be followed by others, in order that fuller information may be obtained

and more definite proposals made.

96. In Chapter IV Section IV.2 and Table IV.3 (l),.data relative to

manufacturing operations in Europe have been given to enable the various

countries to decide, in the light of fuller knowledge of their own

circumstances, on some relatively large electrotechnical engineering

industries" which may be considered for implementation, mostly on.an

area basis covering more than one country or on: a Sub-regional basis.

Such industries need inter-country agreements (along the lines of the

Kampala Agreement), before implementation. Section IV.3 and Table_ ^ .

IV.4 (2) give data relative to electrical engineering industries with

possibilities for developing countries, put forward for consideration

mostly for national markets,

97. ..Industrial develgg-r^ent in the Sub-region will depend, .for some

tiJne to .come, on assistance from the industrially advanced countries,

both for know-how, managerial and technological skills and finance.

The importance of international co-operation cannot be overemphasized.

With the rapid technological development which is taking place, the

industrialized countries will continuously have new products to export

to the developing countries of the Sub-fegion, while assisting th$se

countries to'manufacture the older and,..less complex products.
■ "■ i »j. .

98. In the choice of plants for the industries to be established* mixed

technology skould be adopted. ■ This requires-- the use of advanced machinery
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only for those operations which determine the competitive quality of .

the product. All other operations should preferably take the form of

cheap .hand operations. .

99. From the market point of view, and considering transport difficul- _.

ties,' it would be well to treat the Sub-regio,n.;in three sections (see.

map) :- : . ■ .... ■ ■.

(i) The North, covering Ethiopia, French Somaliland and Somalia,

■which have better communications with neighbouring countries

to the north than with those to the south.

(ii) The Centre, comprising Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Burundi and

Rwanda. These countries have considerable ties with Congo

(Leo.) to'the west.

(iii) The South, comprising Malawi, Zambia and Rhodesia. These

.have ties.with Mozambique to the east and Angola to the west.
■ .1' ■ " .. ..: ; *"'"'", ....

Malagasy, Mauritius-and Reunion could- join-either the central or

.-the southern sections. .■ ■ -.-

100. For the development of engineering industries in general and ■ ■ "

electrotechnical engineering industries- in particular, "the following-- ■

preparatory step's" should be takeni

(i) Maxapower development comprising (a) higher education in

the sciences, engineering, applied economics and account

ing, and (b) training" of technologists' and of the labour •

force, both-in training centres and within industry. Man-

' power Surveys must be undertaken as a preliminary step

" ' towards manpower development,

(ii) Detailed market studies.

(iii) Standardized industrial statistics.

101. With the limitations and reservations previously mentioned, the

following industries are recommended as possibilities to be investigated

with a view, to the establishment of those industries which feasibility -
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studies prove to "be viable and to have sufficient priority in the eco

* nomic and industrial development programmes of the various countries

y of the Sub-region:

A. Industries to be established on a country basis;

Lead acid accumulators

Electroplating

L.T. Cables for internal wiring

Small size electric cooker

B. Industries to be established on an area basis (requiring

markets in more than one country):

Domestic Radio Receivers (assembly)

Domestic Refrigerators

Electric bulbs and lamps

Transformers

Electric water heaters

C. Industries to be established on a sub-regional basis:

Electric Motors

Motor Starters

Electric fans

Insulated cables

Specular reflectors

Dry cells

Domestic washing machines




